
CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

2.1 Chapter Overview  

This chapter deliberates the particulars of related work. Here, we have 

surveyed several earlier developed methods those focused on the security provision in 

IoT. Initially we discuss the details of several security requirements such as 

confidentiality, integrity, availability, Trust, identification and authentication. Next 

we discuss the details of several types of attacks namely Ma in the Middle attack, 

DDoS attack, Sybil attack, sinkhole attack, selective forwarding attack, wormhole 

attack, jamming attack, Replayed, Altered, and Injected messages attack and Black 

hole attack. Finally we discuss about the details of literature survey. Under this 

survey, we discuss different approaches those focused on the provision of security for 

IoT network.  

2.2 Security Aspects 

For any wireless/wired network, the main requirements are Authentication, 

Authorization/Access control, availability, integrity and confidentiality. The details of 

these requirements are explored in the following sub-sections.  

2.2.1 Authentication after identification  

For securing an IoT device, the detection of unauthorized entities is very much 

significant in IoT. As there are so many users present in the IoT network [12], the 

detection is much complex task. Next, the authentication guarantees a legitimate 

information delivery at corresponding receiver node. In IoT network, the 

authentication after identification is very much difficult because the nature of devices 

tries to compromise the network is diverse in nature. Thus, the design of an effective 

authentication after identification mechanism for IoT network is at crucial need.   

2.2.2 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality reflects the correct interpretation of recipient, means for a data 

sent from a sender node, it must be understood by the correct receiver node. The data 

is of diverse in nature in IoT network because the devices are heterogeneous in nature. 

In general, the data is transmitted from the area of happening event through internet. 

Since the transmission range of IoT devices is minimum, there is a need of supporting 



nodes to transmit the data to distant destination locations. If these intermediate 

devices are not compromised until the data delivery to destination, the confidentiality 

of data is said to preserved. The compromised intermediate devices modify or alter 

the data and results in the loss of confidentiality at sender nodes. To obtain a superior 

confidentiality, several key managing schemes, and others must be invented and 

employed [13]. 

2.2.3 Integrity 

Integrity, in the context of IoT, refers to methods of ensuring that data is real, 

accurate and safeguarded from unauthorized user modification, at the time of delivery 

of data in IoT networks, definitely ensuring accurate information for users those are 

legitimated. Integrity is very imperative in the IoT, as it shows huge impact on IoT 

applications if it is forged or tampered, inaccurate eminence in the operation can be 

predictable and the incorrect response can be made, which might further disturb the 

mechanism in the applications related to IoT. To attain an efficient integrity, there is a 

need to develop enhanced integrity techniques like wrong information collecting 

schemes in IoT [14].   

2.2.4 Availability  

In IoT network, the availability is defined as the capability of an authorized 

user to get the resources in its pre-requisite location accurately. In IoT network, the 

service requests are done in a real-time fashion and they are arranged within the 

scheduled timespan. Hence, the availability is considered as very much security issue 

important in IoT network. DoS is the major reason that shows a significant impact on 

ensures a proper availability of resources without any malpractices [15]. 

2.2.5 Trust 

Trust guarantees the above mentioned all requirements such as availability, 

integrity and confidentiality during the process of communication between different 

IoT devices, different layers of node and different applications. Thus, the trust is 

defined through applications, layers and devices. For instance, the trust computation 

by a node is measured with the help of its neighbor nodes. Similarly, the trust between 

two applications or two layers is assessed through indirect and direct trusts. Here, the 



direct trust refers opinions among directly communicating devices and the indirect 

trust refers the opinions among indirectly communicating devices [16]. 

2.3 Possible attacks in IoT 

Due to an infrastructureless network of IoT, for the communication with 

distant communities, the IoT devices ask the help of other devices. Because of the 

nature of hassle free coordination, the IoT network has become vulnerable to several 

types of security threats. Further, the inherent characteristics such as distributed 

abundant architecture, and dynamic topology, prepares them more susceptible to 

several security threats. Once the device is compromised or attacked with any 

adversary, it starts misbehaving

intentionally drops the packets, propagates incorrect data in the network, manipulates 

the packets gathered from other devices, etc.  Depends on the nature of attacks and its 

consequences, they are so many attacks. Some of the main attacks are demonstrated in 

the below sub-sections. 

2.3.1 DoS attack   

A DoS attack [17] purposefully attempts to make the capacity overload in the 

target device. During this process, the attacker sends multiple requests to the target 

device thereby the target device consumes more resources to receive, respond and 

store the huge number of incoming requests. The DoS attack is completely different 

from phishing attack where the main aim is to steal the important data. However, the 

major impact can be observed at the speed of system means the DoS attack slow 

down the system or disable a service to hurt the reputation of business. For example, a 

booking travels system that is attacked through DoS attack is unable to process the 

requests for booking a new ticket, cancelling a ticket and checking the status of ticket 

etc.  In such situations, customers may shift to another bus for travel from one place to 

another place. Similarly, the IoT threats such as DoS attack can ruin the reputation of 

business followed by their revenue. A simple demonstration about DoS attack is 

exposed in Figure.2.1. 



 

Figure.2.1 Packet flooding in DoS attack 

2.3.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack  

In MiTM attack [18], the adversary hacks the communication between two 

individual nodes in an effort to interrupt the messages between them. The adversaries 

acquire the control over the communication process and send legitimate messages to 

the individual participating bodies. This kind of attacks can be used to hack IoT 

devices like autonomous vehicles and smart refrigerators. MiTM attack can be 

deployed to hack different IoT devices as they share real time data during their 

communication. With the help of MiTM attack, the invaders can intercept messages 

among different communicating entities, consequences to a serious malfunction of 

network. Consider SH utilities like bulbs can be controlled remotely by an adversary 

through MiTM attack to change its colour or turn it off and on. This kind of attacks 

can lead to more calamitous consequences for IoT devices such as medical devices 

and industrial equipment. A simple demonstration about MiTM attack is exposed in 

Figure.2.2  

 

Figure.2.2 Example of MiTM attack 



2.3.3 DDoSattack 

A DDoS attack [19] is an malicious attack that tries to disrupt the normal 

traffic flow of a targeted server, network, or service by devastating the target or its 

nearby setup by imposing a huge traffic flood from internet. DDoS attack gets 

succeeded by using the multiple numbers of compromised computers as a source of 

flow injectors. These multiple compromised computers inject the traffic into network 

such that the target computer or system will looks like a very busy system. Exploited 

machine can include several types of devise like computers and other network entities 

like IoT components. In other words, the DDoS attack can be determined as an 

unexpected traffic that jams the highway, stopping the normal traffic reaching to the 

destination. A simple demonstration about DDoS attack is shown in Figure.2.3.  

 

Figure.2.3 Example of DDoS attack 

The key important indication of DDoS attack is a service or a site 

unexpectedly becoming unavailable or becoming slow. However, there are so many 

reasons like a legitimate traffic has been increased suddenly due to more number of 

user requests, can create similar issues in the performance, hence further investigation 

is required. The tools used for traffic analysis can help in the detection of some of 

these abnormal indications of DDoS attacks;    

 Mistrustful Traffic creating by systems with single IP range or single IP 

address.  

 A huge overflow in the traffic from operators with similar behavior silhouette, 

such as type of device, web browser variety and geo-location etc.  

 An unexpected surge in user requests to a single end point or web page.  



 A periodical spikes in the traffic pattern at regular intervals like odd hours, 

even hours and for every 10 minutes etc.  

2.3.4 Sybil attack  

It is one type of attack where the attacker tries to conquer the entire network 

by creating multiple computers, nodes or accounts. This is simply denoting a person 

with multiple accounts in social media like Facebook. 

comes from a case study about a woman named Sybil Dorsett, who was treated for 

Dissociative Identity Disorder  also called Multiple Personality Disorder.  

Sybil attacks case serious implications in IoT networks [20]. In IoT, the Sybil 

attack might affect the overall network of things or a partial network. Moreover, this 

attack can also create an extra overhead along with security and privacy threats to 

connected entities or users to the IoT network. Sybil attack has the enough strength to 

disrupt network by disseminating the spam messages through fake identities with the 

help of pseudo-identities.  Once the node is compromised with Sybil attack, it can 

breach the rules of information security, violate the policies of user privacy and can 

spread spam messages or mislead popularity. Figure.2.3 demonstrates the simple 

description about the occurrence of Sybil attack.  

Basically there are two types of Sybil attacks; they are  

 Direct attack: In this attack, the truthful IoT nodes are directly prejudiced 

through the Sybil node(s). 

 Indirect attack: In this attack, the truthful node(s) are compromised by the 

attacker node that willing to establish a communication link with Sybil nodes. 

The middle node is already conquered by Sybil attacked nodes.   

 

Figure.2.4 Sybil attack 



2.3.5 Sinkhole Attack  

Sinkhole attack [21] is generally deployed by either hacking the complete 

network or by presenting a new made-up node into the IoT network. The 

compromised node declares itself as an efficient path towards the destination node 

and attempts to route the entire traffic through it. Due to this reason, the neighbor 

nodes lies around the compromise done forwards their data to the compromised node. 

Moreover, there is a chance that the nodes lies closer to base station can also get 

attracted. Once the data received by compromised node, then it can modify or alter the 

data easily according to its requirements. Sinkhole attack is generally launched either 

from the nodes present in the network or the nodes from outside the network. In the 

former case, the adversary is pretended as bugged node to start the process of 

intruding. Next, in the second phase, the adversary may establish a direct path to the 

destination node through it by attracting the nodes those has requirement to send data.  

The mai

destination keeping in mind about the resources preservation. The attacker considers it 

as an advantage and launches this attack, consequences to several further attacks like 

selective forwarding, data manipulation etc. A simple demonstration about Sinkhole 

attack is exposed in Figure.2.5.  

 

 

Figure.2.5 Example of Sinkhole attack 

In IoT network, an attacker can physically capture some IoT devices as they 

are deployed in an unidentified (hostile) environment where there is no possibility of 



physical monitoring. As shown in the above figure.2.5, the sinkhole node receives the 

data from its neighbor nodes by showing an imaginary assumption regarding its 

nearest distance to base station. For example, in the smart home, in the absence of 

resident, he/she can on/off the household utilities (fridge, bulbs, fans, ACs etc.) 

through  an another device. This node may become compromised at consequences to 

the out of control of house from resident.  

2.3.6 Wormhole attack  

 Wormhole attack is a kind of internal attack which overhears the network 

activities without changing it, consequences to a hard detection or identification [22]. 

In the presence of this attack, one or more than one malicious nodes are present in the 

network. These malicious nodes have a bridge between them.  The main intention of 

those nodes is to attack the other node followed by capturing the packets from one 

point and bridge them to some other point. This leads to either early arrival or delayed 

arrival or in some instances non-arrival of the packets to the required node.     

In this attack, the attacker node receives packets at one point in the network 

and tunnels them to another point which lies at somewhere in the network. This attack 

have different characteristics depends on the type of protocol. In the case of reactive 

protocols like AODV and DSR, this attack could launch by tunneling every request to 

or compromised node hears this request, they follow normal protocol operation to 

give reply for request packet and then discard any other request packet for the same 

route discovery. Hence this process stops the discovery of any routes other than the 

routes through the wormhole.    

 

Figure.2.6 Wormhole attack Demonstration  



2.3.7 Selective Forwarding attack (SFA) 

In SFA [23], the attacker nodes drop the packets intentionally or selectively or 

randomly. The malicious nodes turndown the requests of facilitating some 

information packets and makes that they are not passed any further. In this attack, the 

attacker attempts to disrupt the network through the loss of packet. This attack can be 

a consequence of SFA also. Depends on the mode of attacker, there are two modes; 

one is insider attack and another is outsider attack. In the case of insider adversary, 

get compromised or the attacker may steal 

the important data from IoT nodes and can compromise the entire network. Detection 

basic characteristics. On the other hand, the outsider attack disrupts the network by 

jamming the routing patch between legitimate nodes. A simple example for selective 

forwarding attack is shown in figure.2.7.  

 

 

Figure.2.7 Example of selective forwarding attack 

In IoT network, the selective forwarding attacks causes packet losses and 

results in less throughput ad more delay. If any smart device in the network is 

compromised, then it selectively forwards the packets to other smart devices there by 

the delay will incurred will be more. This attack has a serious issue in smart gird 

because if the information to get transmits is delayed, then the electricity department 

 



Depends upon the way of stopping the packets to reach the destination, there 

are several consequences of selective forwarding attack. They are; 

 The compromised IoT device prevents the information flow from an authorized 

device to another smart device. Thus consequences to DoS attack that can get 

transformed into another attack may be black hole attack by compromising the 

entire network and preventing the information flow.  

 The unauthorized devices neglect the information to forward and drop them 

randomly. Instead of sending the packets of other devices, they send their packets 

to other devices and become greedy or selfish. This kind of attack can be called as 

Greed and Neglect attack.   

 The last type of SFA is called as Blind Letter attack. In this form of attack, when 

legitimate node forwards the data packet to adversary node, it assures the 

trustworthy node that the data forwarded to the further node and drops the packet  

and it cannot be observed or noticed. They may attack different multi-hop routing 

protocols such as Tiny OS beaconing, geographic routing etc.   

2.3.8. Jamming 

Jamming attack [24] is a kind of DoS attack which prevents the other nodes 

from using the channel to communicate. A compromised node occupies the channel 

and makes the other nodes to jam. Jamming makes the use of international radio 

interferences to disrupt the wireless communication be keeping the medium busy, 

causing a transmitter to back-off whenever it discovers busy medium, or corrupted 

signal obtained at receivers. Generally, the jamming attack aims at physical layer but 

sometimes cross layer attacks are also possible to occur.   

In the case of Smart Grid, the key goal of jamming attack is to abort the 

communication between smart meters and the utility provider, through jamming the 

wireless medium with some noise signals. Basically the jamming attack is possible in 

two ways, one is proactive jamming and other is reactive jamming. In proactive 

jamming, the jammer device releases the noise signals continuously and thereby the 

wireless channel is blocked whereas in the reactive jamming, the jammer first 

eavesdrops on the radio channel and then launches the attack when the signals are 

sensed on the channel. Hence for any legitimate smart meter, the channel appears 

busy. Moreover, the smart meter may also prevent from receiving packets. The simple 

demonstration regarding the jamming attack is exposed in the following Figure.2.8.   



 

Figure.2.8 Example of jamming attack 

2.3.9. Replayed, Altered, and Injected messages attack 

In this kind of attack, the adversary node may replicate many copies of same 

message, modify the message, or create and inject the new messages in the system 

while they were acting as intermediate nodes between source and destination nodes 

[25]. In the case of smart grid, the source and destination nodes are smart meter and 

utility service provider whereas in the case of smart home, the source will be a smart 

appliance like TV or thermostat or Laptop and destination will be service provider. In 

both cases, if any intermediate node is compromised, the messages sent by source 

node may get replicate or modify. In such case, there will be an enormous change in 

the total number of request messages and acknowledgments.  

2.3.10 Black-hole (BH) Attack  

At this attack, the adversary pretends like a black hole means it drops the 

entire information packets those were passing through it.  This behavior resembles 

with the disappearance of energy and mater from the universe in a BH [26]. If the 

compromising node an intermediate node between two communicating bodies, then it 

can partition the entire network into two parts successfully. In this attack, a malicious 

node sends fake routing information, claiming that it has an optimum route and causes 

other good nodes to route data packets through the malicious one.  



 

Figure.2.9 Black hole attack 

 Here the BH node separates the network into two parts. Further a new version 

of BH attack, called as Cooperative BH (CBH) Attack is similar to BH attack, but 

more than one malicious node attempts to disturb the network simultaneously. CBH is 

a most serious attack that has major impact on the traffic flow and it can destroy the 

entire network. The one and only solution to prevent CBH is the selection of an 

alternate route.  

Some generalized countermeasures for the common attacks are demonstrated 

in Table.2.1. The countermeasures suggested here are generalized ones and their 

impact is different on different environments like different network, different 

monitoring environments like smart cities, smart homes and smart grid etc.   

Table.2.1. Common attacks and countermeasures 

Attack Name Generalized mitigation schemes 

DoS attack Computation of Number of communication interactions, 

and Packet Delivery ratio 

Sinkhole attack  Alternative Parent (AP) Information 

MITM  Attack Secure key management, and trusted routing protocols  

Wormhole Packet leach techniques, secure source routing 

Black hole attack Quality of Service computation through packet delivery 

ratio, and delay 

Sybil attack Random key pre-distribution, RSS based methods, Secure 

location/position routing, trusted certification, 

Authenticated routing selection 

Replay Attack One-time passwords, Time stamps, challenge-response 



mechanisms 

Eavesdropping Attack Tracking of timely deliver data, effective noise filtering 

schemes 

Jamming Attack Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum, Frequency hop spread 

spectrum, Regulated transmitted power  

 

2.3.11 Some other attacks  

Phishing attack: In this attack, 

and password details by injecting the phishing websites and e-mails [27]. In IoT 

network, all the devices are connected to internet. Thus, the phishing attack has 

serious effect on the network. The nature of Phishing attacks is unrealistic in nature 

and consists of crucial requests about the financial and personal data. The one optimal 

solution to protect from this attack is to provide a secure access, authentication after 

identification.   

Malicious Worm/Virus: The malicious Worm/Virus generally attacks at the top 

layer (i.e., application layer) and hence the solicitations of IoT are attacked through 

some self-propagation attacks like worm hole, Trojan horse and then fetch the grip on 

the information. Worm detection system (WDS), Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 

[28-30], reliable firewall and some other self-protective methods can assure protection 

towards this kind of attacks. 

Spoofing attack: A spoofing attack in IoT can be defined as an attack by the attacker 

by pretending like an authorized user or device to introduce attacks over the IoT 

devices, access control bypass, spreading malware and steal data, spread malware  

[31, 32]. The main intention of spoofing attacks is to get a complete control over the 

IoT network and injecting false information into the network. There exists several 

kinds of spoofing attacks those can be deployed by adversaries. Among such kinds, 

here we explore some types; 

1.  IP address spoofing (IPAS) attacks,  

2. RFID spoofing (RS) attacks, 

3. ARP spoofing (AS) attack, 

4. DNS spoofing (DS) attack, 



5. Link Spoofing (LS) attack. 

In an IPAS attack, an adversary forwards IP packets from a spoofed or false 

source address to introduce himself into the network. The launching the IPAS attack 

packets. In the first one, the adversary simple send the packets to the target node by 

generating itself as multiple sources. In the second way, the IP address of target node 

is spoofed and the packets are sending from it to different recipients. Upon receiving a 

packet, the receiver node gives an automatic response regarding the packet delivery. 

Since the packet consists of IP address of target node, the entire responses to the 

spoofed packets are flooded to the IP address of Target node. In a RFID spoofing 

attack, the attacker can spoof and record the information of a valid RFID tag, and then 

send malicious data through the valid tag ID to the IoT system. 

 

Figure.2.10 Link Spoofing attack 

 

Figure.2.11 (a)ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) spoofing attack through Main in 

the Middle 



In the case of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing attack, the AR 

protocol is employed for the translation of IP address into MAC addresses for a 

proper transmission.   Simply, the protocol 

physical address and IP address. This kind of attack happens when a wicked device 

This attack allows attacker to intercept the messages decided for the device computer. 

APR spoofing consequences to 

also for some other issues. The further consequences for ARP spoofing attacks are 

DoS attack, hijacking attack and some other attacks. Figure.2.11 shows the simple 

demonstration about ARP spoofing attack.    

 

 

Figure.2.12DNS (Domain Name System) spoofing attack  

 

Figure.2.13 IP spoofing attack 

In the Case of Domain Name System(DNS) attack, the spoofing is occurred at 

the level of domains in which people are working. In general, the major responsibility 

of DNS is to associate domain names to the correct IP address. If a user enters in the 



name of domain, the DNS system resembles that names to an IP address and allows 

the user to connect with the server. An attacker is said to be successful in the launch 

of DNS attack when the attacker redirects the translation of DNS system such that it 

routes to a dissimilar server that was already compromised with any virus and can be 

utilized for other to binge viruses and malicious worms. The DNS attack also termed 

as DNS cache poisoning and the main reason is its lasting effect when a server caches 

the malicious DNS responses and helping them every time for the same request.  

Figure.2.12 shows the simple demonstration about DNS spoofing attack.    

Finally the IP spoofing attack is the most common spoofing attack. This attack 

is said to be successful when the attacker copies the IP address of a legitimate user 

and divert the packets of respective node to other nodes. The IP address replication 

forces the devices to trust the source is trustworthy, allowing any victims up to several 

kinds of attacks using the trusted IP packets. Figure.2.13 shows the simple 

demonstration about IP spoofing attack.    

Cryptanalysis attack: In the case of cryptanalysis attack, the adversary uses the 

gotten ciphertext or plaintext to deduce the encryption key employed for the 

encryption in the encryption at the sender node [33]. However, the effect of 

cryptanalysis attack is not that much high. So to improve the effect of this attack, the 

adversaries introduce the side channel attacks in which the attacker node can induce 

some methods over the encryption nodes in IoT to gain the encryption key that was 

employed to perform encryption and decryption of data [34]. To suppress the attack of 

side channels, there is a need of developing an effective and secure encryption 

methods and key management methodologies for IoT network [35].  

2.4 Literature Survey  

In IoT network, the trust is a widespread topic of study, which is being used to 

calculate the trustworthiness nodes [36]. For a node, the trustworthiness is depicted 

based on its behavior in the network towards its neighbor nodes. Confidentiality, 

integrity, reliability, and dependability are the most important parameters which 

defines the trustworthiness of IoT nodes. These values are combined to depict the 

behavior of a node as a weight value representing the trust rating of a node. This 

rating defines the reputation of node, which explores a computational range of values 

as an indicator of the negative or positive capabilities of 

neighbor nodes which are connected directly or indirectly to it.  



TM has been gained a significant research interest in IoT network and it helps 

in the establishment of a stable and secure path for communication between IoT 

devices. TM is employed to ensure the security of nodes especially for a larger node 

count where the centralized administrator is not capable to handle or when the 

communicating media among the nodes is navigate network media. Indirectly the 

trustworthiness of a node shows its behavior towards the support to QoS QoS like 

supporting in decision making results a secure process and also an optimal decisions 

in routing [37].Security provision in IoT network through the traditional cryptography 

algorithms results in the nodes to become resource constraint and making them 

susceptible to compromise. 

composed of huge complex encryptions and hashing as like the cryptographic 

approaches. It makes the TM optimal solution to ensure a secure communication in 

behavior thereby it can assess the trustworthiness and can determine the trustworthy 

nodes to collaborate with.   

Different TM methods have been developed in earlier to provide a trustworthy 

communication between nodes of IoT Network. In the evaluation of trust,the network 

parameters have a major role. As the number of parameters used for trustworthiness 

assessment is more, the node selection is more prompt and can withstand for different 

attacks.  

A dynamic TM method is developed by I. R. Chen and F. Bao [38] for the 

social IoT (SIoT). They considered different social trust parameters (community 

interest, cooperativeness, Honesty) for the evaluation of trustworthiness between 

nodes. Their major concentration is put towards the provision of resilience towards 

the attacks like bad-mouth attacks, good-mouth attacks and self-prompting attacks. 

focus on the energy consumption of network.    

Focusing on the smart objects like human operated and human carried, B. 

Fenye and C. Ing-Ray [39] involved social trust to assess the trustworthiness of nodes. 

Each node executes the trust over a limited set of IoT devices those are of interest. 

This TM protocol is an event-driven and it gets initiated only upon the occurrence of 

an event in social environment. Upon the occurrence, the trust calculation is done by 

aggregating the both direct indirect opinions of nodes present in the visibility of 

occurred area. But, the trust assessment with the help of a weight factor [38, 39] 

during the provision of reports based on its trustworthiness may result in inaccurate 



results. A low resource node with larger honesty may not cooperate to assist the node 

but it can give good recommendations about other nodes.   

Liu et al. [40] developed a behavior identification system that considers direct 

trust, indirect trust along with statistical history trust into the periodic trust 

computation process. History and indirect trusts are measured based on Bayes [45] 

and evidence combination respectively. But, the main problem observed is its 

negligence towards the energy consumption consideration.    

Wang et al. [41] proposed a distributed TM method for IoT network. Initially, 

they extracted three basic features such as self-organizing, decision making and 

service, of TM from the earlier trust solutions. Based on the model of service, they 

modeled a TM framework for layered IoT which consists of three layers namely 

application, core and sensor layer. Finally, they adopted Fuzzy Set Theory (FST) and 

traditional language semantics to measure the trustworthiness. However, they 

observed a huge computational complexity and it is approximately three times larger 

computational complexity.      

Carolina et al. [42] developed a distributed TM mechanism in multi-service 

IoT to find out the malicious nodes those were compromised by the on-off attacks. 

Their TM model used direct opinions those were generated from the direct experience 

between nodes. They allowed the nodes to decide autonomously about the trust of IoT 

nodes depends on their behavior. Moreover, the indirect trust is also plays a 

significant role which was not considered by them.   

B. Saied et al. [43] developed a new TM scheme that can assess the 

trustworthiness of nodes from the past behaviors of nodes. They dealt with 

cooperative services in a distinct way in which they can evaluate the effort put by a 

node to accomplish the service. Ultimately, the best nodes are only selected as a next 

there exists totally dynamic configurations and attacks in IoT.     

L. Gu et al. [44] developed a formal TM mechanism with the help of its 

architecture. At first, based on network composition aspects, they decomposed the 

entire layers into three layers namely application, core and sensor layer. Based on the 

purpose, each layer is controlled by TM scheme; they are multi-service, affective 

routing, and self-organized. The final decision is made by the requesting node based 

on the gathered trust information along with the policy of resister node. They 

employed a traditional semantics based FST to realize the proposed TM scheme. Even 



though they gained better results, t concentrate on the lifetime of network 

use the energy parameters at trust calculation.    

P. N. Mahalle,andP. A. Thakre et al. [45] developed a Fuzzy method with 

Trust based Access Control (FBAC)  with the measure of trustworthiness for the 

identification of malicious nodes. They used linguistic information between IoT nodes 

to measure the trustworthiness. A trust and reputation mechanism [47] is considered 

as a significant mechanism to provide resilience against different attacks in distributed 

sensor based IoT network. The trust based relation establishment between nodes in 

IoT network can stimulate the cooperation between nodes in distributed computing 

and facilitate the identification of malicious nodes and helps in decision making at 

various protocols. Even though they achieved resilience, they are focused on the 

resource constraints of nodes that effects on the lifetime of network.  

D. Chen et al. [46] propose a Trust and Reputation Model (TRM)  by 

considering the packet forwarding ratio, energy consumed and PDR for trust 

assessment. Further, they employed fuzzy set theory to accomplish the TRM model. 

As there exists only few trustworthy nodes in IoT network, considering them for 

every time data transmission results in a quick depletion that effect on the lifetime of 

network.  

H. Hellaoui, et al. [48] proposed a TM scheme called as Trust Based 

Adaptive Security in the IoT (TAS-IoT) . This approach is designed to deal with 

selfish behaviors of internal attacks and not to help for cryptographic measures. TAS-

IoT considered three simple evidences such as experiences, observations and 

recommendations. This approach computes the trust level related to identify the 

security threats in the IoT and adopts the cryptographic measures consequently.   

O. Ben Abderrahim et al. [49] analyzed and proposed a new Adaptive Trust 

Management scheme for Social IoT in which the IoT devices have social relationships 

and they evolve dynamically between owner and IoT devices. This approach reveals 

the tradeoff between trust fluctuation and convergence in the design of adaptive trust 

management protocol. The trust computation process considered three types of trusts 

such as honesty, cooperativeness and community interest. All these metrics are 

computed based on direct and indirect interactions between nodes.  Based on the 

obtained trust values of each nodes, a best node is selected which have best trust 

measure.  A look-up table method is applied to analyze the results dynamically and 



explore the feasibility of proposed model with two real world SIoT service 

composition applications.   

W. Li, H. Song, and F. Zeng [50] propose a new trust sensing scheme for IoT 

called as Real Alert which the trustworthiness of both IoT devices and data is 

computed based on the reporting history and the context in which data is collected 

through policy rules. Here, the trust assessment deliberates the contextual and 

anomalous information that represents the anomalous environment. They developed 

different policy rules to define the trustworthiness. For an out-of-date rule, a new 

genuine observation is treated as a malicious entity.  

Y. Yu et al. [51] modeled a multi-context trust assessment model that 

considers direct trust which was measured from direct communication between IoT 

nodes. Under the multi-context trust, they referred integrity rate, packet forwarding 

capability, repetition rate, packet content consistency and delay. But, with an increase 

in the device count, the computation of multi-context trust induces a he computational 

burden on the node. It also induces a delayed data delivery at the destination node.   

T. Zhang, et al. [52] proposed a trust evaluation method for Clustered WSNs 

based on cloud model which considers the trust metrics those refers the 

communication paradigm among qualitative and quantitative IoT nodes.  Initially, this 

method considered multiple factors such as energy, message and communication 

factor and constructs a scientific method for every trust to attain cloud trust factor. 

Next, the successive cloud trust is computed by allocating the adjective weights for 

every cloud trust factor and integrates them. In the next phase the successive trust 

cloud and recommendation trust cloud are synthesized with respect to the time 

sensitive factor to obtain the final trust cloud. Finally the sensor node belongs to a 

trust cloud is transformed to the trust grade by the decision making process executed 

at trust cloud.    

X. Dong et al. [53] focused on the detection of SFA [55] in IoT by checking 

the ID of packets. After the reception of a packet, the cluster head compares the ID of 

packet with its current record and updates it to its local record, and then decides 

whether the packet is of suspicious or not. The CH sends a threatening packet to the 

BS if it found that the packet is suspicious. Then the base station decides the 

corresponding malicious nodes.   

P. K. Reddy, R.S. Babu [56



h, the Fuzzy C-means algorithm is 

employed for clustering and IBFO is employed for Cluster head Selection. Further the 

security is achieved through Group key Distribution. The optimal key selection is 

done based on IBFO. But, FCM is not an appropriate method for clustering because in 

FCM, IoT devices are grouped with the help of the impact but in original, the IoT 

nodes are has to get grouped based on distance from other IoT nodes in network. 

Moreover, the IBFO consequences to huge computational complexity at the process 

of route discovery if a sender node have information to send. 

Freshly, a new approach named, as SIoT was anticipated by Atzori et al. [57] 

where the trust assessment is done with the help of aspects of social network. In this 

concept, the main contributions are made as follows; initially the appropriate policies 

are identified for the establishment and to manage the social relationship between 

objects in such a way the network is navigable. Next, we describe the possible 

architecture for the IoT that includes the activities needed to combine the things into a 

social network. Finally an analysis is conducted over the characteristics of SIoT 

network structure through different type of simulations.  

 Further, Nitti et al. [58] developed two trust management models for social 

and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks. They are subjective and Objective evaluation 

models. In former model, the IoT node measures the trustworthiness of its neighbors 

based on its own experience and also seeks the help of its other neighbors those are on 

common.  In next model, the data about every node is dispersed in the entire network 

and was stored with the help of distributed has table such that any node can utilize 

that information for same purpose. The trust of each IoT node is calculated on the 

basis of its social opinion towards its neighbor nodes, means, the measurement is 

done in an indirect manner.   

Kogias et al. [59] focused on the design of a highly scalable trust model and 

proposed a Trust and Reputation Model for SIoT (TRM-SIoT) . TRM-SIoT 

combined the most popular solutions those were developed for P2P networks and 

Mobile AdHoc Networks (MANETs)  and adopted them on the IoT network. This 

mechanism combined MANETs with peer-to-peer networks and then adapts for IoT 

protocols. According to this mechanism, any node in the network can measure the 

trustworthiness of any other node in the network depends on its self-observation of 

concerning them as their friends.   



 J. B. Bernabe et al. [60] focused to fill the gap in the IoT in which there is a 

need of adaptive access control, lightweight and flexible mechanism to cope up with 

the pervasive nature global ecosystem, ensuring a reliable and trustworthy 

communication between IoT devices. For this purpose, they have proposed a 

Flexible Trust Aware Access Control system for IoT (TAC-IoT)  a 

reliable and entire security for IoT network. TAC-IoT is a simple and efficient 

authorization strategy and also a new trust assessment model that has been 

particularly developed for IoT environments. TAC-IoT computes the trustworthiness 

of a node bases on the social relationships established by anode with other nodes, 

security considerations, quality of service and reputation. To assess the trust of IoT 

nodes in network, they considered four measures such as social relationships, QoS, 

security and reputation. They employed fuzzy control model for the assessment of 

trust between nodes.   

FangyuGai et al. [61] developed a multi-attribute trust assessment model is 

developed for the identification of anomalies. They considered three metrics namely 

reputation, QoS and social behavior. Based on the obtained results, the IoT node is 

inculcated to take an appropriate verdict about the security policies against its peers. 

trustworthiness.  

But, the above mentioned methods are not concentrated much on the energy 

preservation which has he impact on the lifetime of network. Even though some 

earlier methods are referred the energy as a orientation metric for the trust assessment, 

it is not adequate to fetch an energy efficient routing. Moreover, with the help of 

energy parameter, the node knows only about energy details 

about energy preservation. To execute this task, some methods are developed by 

allocating the supreme accountability to trust assessment and communication 

paradigm to only limited nodes those are resource sufficient and such kind of methods 

are simply referred as Cluster based TM in IoT [62].    

In [63], a cluster based self-organized energy efficient TM method is 

developed at where the authors attempted to gain an energy balanced and protected 

data exchange among nodes.  The trust assessment is done depends on the time span. 

This method applies clustering of nodes depending on the requirements of energy and 

the PDR. However, they are insufficient for trust assessment in IoT network.   



Alshehri et al. [64]developed a Clustering-Driven Intelligent Trust 

Management Methodology for the Internet of Things (CITM-  mechanism that 

mainly focused on the identification of bad-mouth attacks and aimed to provide the 

scalability solution to IoT network. CITM-IoT referred the memory to calculate the 

trust ode. In the clustering method, the entire nodes are grouped as Cluster Nodes 

(CNs), Master Nodes (MNs) and Super Nodes (SNs). However, they were not 

concentrated on the energy efficiency.      

F. Gaiet al., [65] developed an malicious node detection mechanism through 

multiple trust attributes such as QoS, Social behavior and Reputation. Every node is 

decided based on these factors and they employed fuzzy model and they are used to 

assess the security of devices to its peers. 

F. Gai et al., [66] propose a Rate-based Trust Management system (RTM)  

for Social Internet of Vehicles (SIOV) . In this approach, every IoT node maintains 

a table of its own reputation rate, and the reputation rate given by other nodes during 

the past transmissions. Based on these reputations, a Credible Certificate Authority 

(CCA)  is issued to ensure the undeniability and integrity of the node. RTM is 

developed based on the theme of Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV), hence the 

relationships between IoT nodes are used to improve the trustworthiness accuracy.  

I Souissi et al., [67] proposed a three level trust evaluation methodology to 

provide a secure and reliable exchange of information between IoT nodes. It 

ta Fusion Trust (DFT), Communication 

 

Further, to achieve a reduced information loss during packet transmission in 

IoT, B Ali et al., [68] presented a new TM mechanism in which the data transmission 

is assigned to only trustworthy Mobile Elements (MEs) of the WSN. In this method, 

the responsibility of data sending is adopted for only few nodes those are most 

reliable and trustworthy such that the loss of information is very less.   

To achieve an adequate security with reduced control overhead in WSNs-

based IoT networks, J. Duan et al. [69] developed a trust and energy aware 

mechanism with the help of game theoretic strategy that has capability to maintain 

adequate security with minimum overhead.  To stimulate the nodes in WSN, a risk 

strategy model is adopted. For the trust computation process, they have applied game 

theoretic approach such that computational overhead is less.  Next, a summarized 

survey over the features, advantages and disadvantages of several IP based security 



protocols is discussed by Nguyen et al. [70] along with some other WSNs based 

security protocols.  

In a summary, the above explored methods concentrated on the provision of 

security with several methodologies but no one focused on the packet loss based 

anomaly identification. All of them employed various methodologies and they blindly 

acknowledged the nodes as adversaries at where the packet loss has been occurred. 

However, this assumption goes wrong because the packet loss is due to several 

causes. For such mechanism, Shebaro et al., [71] donea Fine Grained Analysis 

(FGA)  that consider the basic features such as eceived signal strength indicator 

This method is mostly suitable for WSN as the 

attributes are of static in nature and in IoT the nodes are heterogeneous in nature.   

N. Berjab et al., [72] proposed a cluster based method to detect the malicious 

-temporal and multivariate attribute sensor 

-temporal correlations 

between the data collected by different sensors, the abnormal nodes are detected by 

comparing them with two predefined thresholds, lag threshold and correlations 

threshold.  

Y. PonomarchukandSeo D. W [73] developed a light weight distributed 

mechanism to identify the attacks those are in opposite to traffic in IoT. They used the 

incoming flow of traffic and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for the analysis. At first, 

they selected the network traffic based on a light weight thresholding strategy that 

was derived based on Packet Inter Arrival Time and PRR.  And then the fuzzy 

inference system is employed to detect the malicious nodes which have much 

deviation in the traffic flow rate.   

V.H. La and A.R. Cavalli [74] developed a node misbehavior detection 

algorithm based on Weighted- 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low 

power Wireless Personal Ar

misbehavior is detected based on the algorithm proposed using weighted link strategy.  

In [76], C Chen and J. Chen proposed a complex event processing for 

intrusion detection based on real-time pattern matching for IoT. Complex event 

processing is a new way of strategy which ensures new solutions in the filed related to 

data processing and complex pattern detections that can employ to enhance the 

performance of conventional Intrusion Detection Systems  in IoT network. This 



method employs the attributes of event flows to make the decision on intruders. 

Though this approach consumes more assets, it can minimize the delay in the 

feedback of IDS. An event processing architecture is developed in IoT network based 

on the requirements of security examination for IDS.  

Newly, S.Gali and V. Nidumolu [79] developed a Trust Management 

framework based multiple contexts. This framework accomplished three metrics 

define the packet forwarding capacity of an IoT node. Even though gained an 

effective malicious node identification performance, they were not considered the 

basic underlying reasons of packet loss and hence they experienced a higher false 

positivity.   

A brief analysis over security attacks and threats is done by K Grigic et al. 

[80] in IPv6 assisted WSN. And proposed an adaptive distributed system based 

solution for the detection of malicious nodes. This system accomplished distributed 

algorithms and collective decision making strategy to detect the malicious nodes 

based on the innovative concept of probability evaluation.   

Z. Zhang et al. [81] developed IDS through Hierarchical Trust (IDSHT) by 

seeing the state context of connected devices in IoT network. Under the context, they 

measured content trust (called as QoS trust) and communication trust (called as social 

trust). They proposed a hierarchical trust mechanism thereby the security attributes 

can assess the trustworthiness of nodes at both node level and CH level. Moreover, 

they considered multi-directional attributes and spatial correlation. Further, they 

designed an adaptive threshold to make the network resilient to different types of 

attacks. To achieve an extended network lifetime, this work focused most of the trust 

evaluation through the nodes (Cluster Heads and Base Station) with greater resources. 

Further one more scalable security model is proposed by Z. A. Khan et al. [82] 

for IoT networks that are suited to small devices. This approach is based on the 

utilization of multiple feature coefficients for data accumulation. In this system, the 

security violations are detected with the help of shares stored and transferred between 

the peers of IoT network. This approach makes it possible to single out maliciously 

behaving units in a processing an energy-friendly manner. The manor contribution of 

this approach is explained in the context of healthcare domain.  

M. D. Alshehri and F. K. Hussian [83] employed the most popular fuzzy 

theory for security provision in IoT (Fuzzy-IoT). The fuzzy logic is applied to solve 



two constraints, one is to detect the on-off attacks and other is to detect the malicious 

nodes which are providing the bad service. This mechanism initially detects on-off 

attacks with the help of fuzzy methodology and it can identify the contradictory 

behavior attacks and the other adversary nodes in network. Next, the fuzzy 

methodology is developed to identify the adversaries involved in the provision of 

wicked servicing. Finally, to make the network more secure, a messaging system is 

deployed that ensures a secure and trustworthy communication scenario among the 

IoT nodes. Hexadecimal values are used here with a structure similar to serial 

communication.    

Next, focusing on the detection of DoS attack in the Message Queuing 

Telemetry Transport (MQTT)  [84], Haripriya A. P and Kulothungan K [85] 

developed an IDS model based on fuzzy logic and it is named as Secure-MQTT. 

Unlike the conventional dense rule of fuzzy logic, this approach accomplished a 

lightweight fuzzy logic that generates the rules dynamically.  

P. MuthukannanandR. Thirukkumaran [86] proposed a trust aware access 

control system using fuzzy logic (TAACS-FL)  for IoT network. Here, first, the trust 

evaluation is done based on three metrics such as Successful Forward Ratio (SFR) , 

Data Integrity (DI)  and Energy Consumption Rate (ECR) . Next, the overall trust 

 

measured values, the access control is designated.  

Other than the above specified works on clustering, a new methodology is also 

there in which there has been a significant research work was accomplished, called 

Bio-Inspired Clustering (BIC)  [88-90]. The main motivation behind this BIC is the 

self-organizing nature of nodes in the network. Based on simple rules, totally local 

decisions, with less number of broadcasted messages, the nodes in the network can 

decide their roles as either CHs or CNs [91]. In this regard, the most popular Bio-

insp Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)  was used in 

many approaches [92, 93]. Some 

, 95] and Firefly based clustering [96-99]. A recent 

BIC technique was developed by Jabeur et al. [100] for the clustering of IoT network 

with the help of firefly algorithm. They introduced a new protocol in which the nodes 

store the trust information. With the help of firefly algorithm they suggested a 

recursive process and formulated the node selection as a convergence problem. But, 



energy and storage requirements. Due to the heterogeneous nature of devices 

the convergence algorithm at every time, the energy of nodes will get drain up and 

makes the nodes to die quickly.       

  Though the approaches based on BIC are effective in the CH selection in a 

periodic fashion, the computational complexity is very high due to the convergence 

process. For every instant and at every node, the BIC based trust evaluation 

constitutes more energy consumption, which becomes the node to die quickly and 

makes the network lifetime very less. Table.2.2shows the comparative analysis 

between different existing approaches those focused on security in IoT.  

Table.2.2 Comparison between different trust management methods 

Ref Author  Method Year Drawback 
[38] F. Bao 

and  
I. R. Chen 

Dynamic TM mechanism 
used collaboration 
&honesty.  

2012 Not focused on energy 
efficiency  

[39] B. Fenye 
and  

C. I. Ray 

scalable TM strategy 
based on social 
relationship between 
nodes 

2012 Inaccurate classification 
due to a single factor 
design for trust evaluation 

[40] Liu et al. Periodical trust 
evaluation based on the 
past history in the trust 
provision.  

2014 Not focused on energy. 

[41] Wang et al. Distributed trust 
management mechanism 
based on service, 
decision-making and 
self-organizing.  

2013 Higher complexity at the 
trust evaluation process 
and it is approximately 
three times of the 
proposed approach.  

[42] Carolina 
etal. 

distributed trust 
evaluation model to 
mitigate on-off attacks 
based on the direct 
interactions between IoT 
nodes 

2015 Only direct is not 
sufficient to ensure the 
security.   

[43] Ben Saied et 
al. 

TM system based on 
nodes past behaviors in 
distinct cooperative 
services 

2013 Not suitable for IoT due 
to the node heterogeneity  
 

[44] Hu et al. Layer level security at 
sensor layer, core layer 
and application layer 

2014 Poor network lifetime due 
to the non-consideration 
of energy.   
 

[46] Chen et al. Trust And Reputation 2011 Not concentrated on the 



 
 
 

and fuzzy set theory resources of nodes. As 
there exists only few 
trustworthy nodes in IoT 
network, considering 
them for every time data 
transmission results in a 
quick depletion those 
effects on the lifetime of 
network.  
 

[50] Li et al. trustworthy and secure 
sensing scheme based on 
the real alert policy 

2017 For an out-of-date rule, a 
new genuine observation 
is treated as an adversary 

[51] Zeng et al. multidimensional trust 
evaluation model based 
on the integrity rate, 
packet forwarding 
capability, repetition 
rate, packet content 
consistency and delay 

2017 But, with an increase in 
the device count, the 
computation of multi-
context trust induces a he 
computational burden on 
the node. It also induces a 
delayed data delivery at 
the destination node 

[56] Babu R S 
and Reddy P 

K  

OSEAP based on the 
FCM Clustering IBFO 
algorithm 

2017 FCM is not an 
appropriate method for 
clustering because the 
IoT devices are grouped 
by observing the impact 
however, in general, IoT 
the nodes are has to get 
grouped based on 
distance from other IoT 
nodes in network. 

[58] Nitti et al. 1. 2 trust models, 
Objective and 
subjective.  
2. trust value is assessed 
through social behavior 
of a neighbor node 
towards it.  

2014 In the objective mode, the 
trust evaluation is 
followed by data storing 
in the hash table format 
for future use. This 
creates an additional 
storage burden at every 
IoT node.  

[66] Gai et al. Reputation, QoS, and 
Social Relationship are 
considered  

2017 No metrics regarding the 
residual energy 
capabilities of nodes.  

[63] Varghese et 
al. 

1. Self-organized TM in 
cluster based energy 
efficient IoT. 
2. PDR is measured as 
reference for trust 
evaluation.  

2016 
sufficient clarity on 
trustworthiness 

[64] Alshehri et 
al. 

1. Memory is considered 
as reference measure in 

2016 Memory 
resilience against larger 



CITM-IoT used memory 
for trust assessment.  

number of attacks. An 
accomplishment of 
reactive protocol will 
nullify these memory 
based trust evaluation.  

[93] Wang et al. 1. Residual energy and 
Positions based cluster 
management.  
2. PSO is accomplished 
for Clustering. 

2017 1. Higher Computational 
overhead due to the PSO.  
2. More energy 
consumption at every 
time instant.  

[100] Jabeur et al. 1. Two-phase Clustering 
is executed; they are 
micro and macro.  
2. Clustered through 
Firefly algorithm. 

2017 Huge computational 
burden due to two level 
clustering in resource 
limited IoT network.  
 

[71] Shebaro et 
al.  

1. Fine Grained Analysis 
for packet loss. 
 2. RSSI, LQI, and PRR  

2014 RSSI and LQI do not 
reveal packet loss when 
energy is less. 

[85] Haripriya A. 
P and 

Kulothungan 
K 
 

1. Light weight fuzzy 
logic is deployed  
2. Communication trust 
is considered for trust 
evaluation  
 

2019 Only communication trust 
is not sufficient for 
malicious odes detection.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


